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NanaWall introduces industry’s only folding glass wall system that mounts
extruded aluminum cladding and solid wood without direct contact
Unique mounting allows for different expansion rates between materials
to ensure longevity in all climates
SAN FRANCISCO – NanaWall Systems, the pioneer of the opening glass wall category, introduces the
WA67—the industry’s only folding glass wall system to mount extruded aluminum cladding to a solid wood
core with a spacer bar to secure the materials together. This innovative feature allows for different expansion
rates between materials to avoid cracking for durability in any climate.
“With the heat and humidity we get in the South, clad systems where the aluminum and wood touch or are
glued together can cause warping since wood and aluminum expand and contract at different rates,” said
Kenny Cobb, owner of Architectural Openings. “The WA67’s space between the two materials creates an
evaporation chamber for the excess moister to escape and allows the wood to regain equilibrium naturally, so
the product lasts much longer than any other wood/clad glass wall. This is the only product in the industry that
has this feature. Every detail of it is well thought out and engineered.”
TWEET THIS: Introducing @NanaWall’s WA67, the industry’s only folding glass wall system that mounts
extruded aluminum cladding and wood without direct contact, ensuring longevity in all climates.
http://bit.ly/WA67NanaWall #nanawall
The WA67 is built to withstand any changes in weather due to NanaWall’s proprietary evaporation chamber
engineered to allow the wood and aluminum to expand and contract. The extruded aluminum is attached to the
wood using the back ventilated, rain screen principle to protect and isolate the cross-grained solid, triple
laminated wood on the inside.
An enhanced option is available featuring triple-seals, triple-paned glass and deeper door panels for even
higher weather performance that reaches U-value of .17 and a Solar Heat Gain Coefficient of .20 for
optimum energy efficiency. Inward or outward opening door panels are also available for more design
flexibility. The system can be top hung or floor supported and is life-cycle tested to open and close more than
20,000 times without failure, opening smoothly even in extreme temperatures.
For more information about the new NanaWall WA67, please visit the blog post “Sustainability: What is
Passive House?”
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The WA67’s solid wood interior is available in Pine,
Spruce, Meranti and Sapeli Mahogany. Custom color
matching and other wood species are also available.

The NanaWall WA67 features a unique rain-screen cladding
that protects the solid wood interior from exposure to
weather, ensuring lasting beauty inside and out.

About NanaWall Systems
For over 30 years, NanaWall Systems has pioneered the category of opening glass wall systems. The
company has earned the trust of architects, builders, design professionals and homeowners as a custom
solution for re-imagining how buildings, people and the elements interact. By combining precision engineering
and outstanding design options throughout more than 25 unique award-winning systems, NanaWall Systems
advances design possibilities beyond the conventional for almost any space. NanaWall Systems is
headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area with 25 showroom and design studio locations across North
America.
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